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About This Game

Before Chip can join the Bit Busters computer club and hang out with the girl of his dreams, Melinda the Mental Marvel, he
must solve all 144 challenging puzzles.

Your bird's-eye view can help Chip rush through the puzzles and mazes before he's deleted by monsters, traps and the passage of
time. Show Chip how to use blocks of soil to overcome water traps and cherry bombs, find keys, and pick up the computer

chips which Chip needs to solve some puzzles.

Can you help Chip win the cold heart of his one true love and become an official Bit Buster? If you can't, no one can!
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Title: Chip's Challenge 1
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Niffler Ltd.
Publisher:
Niffler Ltd.
Release Date: 28 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista

Processor: 1 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 6.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit sound card
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BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP
BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP
BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP. This is an age old classic! Imagine my surprise
when I found out that it was re-released on Steam! The good ol' days of Windows 3.1!. It's a game, innit. Old school favourite. I
have nostalgia for this game and thats why I love it. I recommend this game only if you have nostalgia or you are a puzzle game
lover.. Chip's Challenge 1 was a part of my childhood, and i am very happy to see this remade. Chip's Challenge 2 plus editor
are also a great addition.. this game is the soul reason I contemplat suicide. Even in its prime, Chip's Challenge was well-known
primarily because it was a novelty. While now it has the added value of nostalgia for those of us who grew up with this on
classroom/work computers to help pass the time, this game has never been particularly remarkable/noteworthy aside from being
universally recognized in the 90s.

Originally a launch title for the Atary Lynx, Chip's Challenge was eventually released as part of the Windows 3.x entertainment
suite which made it as common in its day as Minesweeper or Solitaire. It has an interesting competitive scene for a game of this
nature/renown but in and of itself, the gameplay has virtually no respect for our time as players. Billed as a "puzzle" game, this
is actually more of an action/casual title in that very few, <5% by my very rough estimate, of the "puzzles" have any actual
logic/reasoning/puzzle component to them. Most are either pure trial/error, mazes that are effectively trial and error as well
because of the tiny screenspace, "gimme" levels that are impossible to screw up (eg. every tile is filled with chips -> pick up a
bunch and walk through the exit), arcade action/RNG oriented levels wherein you're dodging enemies, or straight-up time sinks
(eg. massive level where you use blocks to make paths over water, one block at a time, for 5-15minutes, etc etc). The few levels
that actually have a demonstrable puzzle component are ruined by the fact the game drags them out to the nth degree. Instead of
solving the puzzle and continuing, you solve the puzzle then repeat the same solution in the exact same way in the exact same
level a dozen times. Virtually every level, the further you get, will have you saying, "omg.. I get it..."

In summary, Chip's Challenge invented the blasphemy that is breaking the cardinal rule of game design: "Though shalt not pad
the length of your game." Levels are hit or miss, most being a wide miss, with the only true challenge of most levels being that
they're an extreme test of patience. The cute/goofy nerd love story is, by far, the best part of the game but it's as barebones as
you'd expect.

All that said, this could still be worth it to you as a collector's item, or for the nostalgia, or even if you want to get a feel for
something that got people excited to see on a screen in a classroom back in the day. The easiest way to enjoy Chip's Challenge is
the way we did back when it was released: as an extremely casual experience and with the same gusto you'd dedicate to a round
of FreeCell.

This review can be considered to be a somewhat unpopular opinion in light of this game's history/legacy. However, if this exact
game was released on Steam under any other name, it would be lambasted.. Do you also remember Chip's Challenge fondly
from the days of MS-DOS and Windows 3.1? Well, Niffler Ltd. has our nostalgia covered with a choice between the old
familiar Windows look or a new easier-on-the-eyes appearance. All those chips and keys are still where I remember them too,
but apparently I never got very far through the game's generous 144 to 150 levels as the later levels don't quite match up with my
rose-tinted memories.

Puzzles can be very exacting - one wrong move can require a restart. Death is instant from any source of damage, many of
which cannot even be seen before they've become unavoidable. And the controls don't always feel all that responsive. None of
this is a problem on most levels as there are no consequences for trying a level over and over again until you've got it
memorized. However, some later levels seem to combine two or three discreet puzzle areas into a single massive level, which
almost guarantees a random bad button press or poorly timed move will ruin your run often enough to become tiresome.

Chip's Challenge is still great for those short, nostalgia-filled pick-up-and-play sessions. But if you want to keep the good times
rolling, be prepared to skip a couple of frustrating levels.. love this game! reminds me of my childhood!
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Must. Beat. Level.

Easily one of my favourite games of my childhood, up there with Pokemon Yellow, Ocarina of Time and Worms: Armageddon.
A classic from the Microsoft Entertainment Pack, you'll find this skill-based puzzle game too addictive to not play.
Unfortunately, some of the later levels take longer to finish, but otherwise you can simply play one or two levels in a sitting and
be satisfied (or enraged).. played it for the nostalgia. still absolutely hate blobnet and blobdance.. Awesome game, takes me back
to being a kid and pouring hours and hours into this, Jezzball, and SkiFree with my friends on the old Gateway. Honestly,
probably the first game that I ever had to use my brain to solve puzzles. I may have to put on the old Moonshoes, buy some push-
pops, play some Creed and Third Eye Blind in the background and throw on some JNCO jeans to ensure I properly transport
myself back to that time. This game is pure nostalgia for me.. First game i played in my life. <3. There's a reason that this game
is called chip's challenge so expect nothing less. Just a warning though, if patience is not your thing don't buy it. If you want to
beat the game in one day don't buy it. If you can't handle failure don't buy it. It's a true challenge, a clever, simplistic in first
glance game that manipulates all its components to create something new on every level. I have played many, way too many
games and this one is nothing like the others. It's a must have game that you can play a few minutes every day, but no more than
that hoping that you manage to make a small progress by beating one or two levels.. It's Chip's Challenge, but the music is totally
replaced with jaunty piano tunes which get annoying so quickly.. This game is fun if you are a original player or a new one! If
you want good puzzles, this game is for you!. Chip's Challenge is a little like Checkers, or Tic Tac Toe, or Hopscotch. Snakes
and Ladders. Backgammon. Etc. It's an old, old game, and for that, it deserves some amount of respect.... but ultimately, it is
just, so so simple.

If you're used to playing other top-down games like Zelda, Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest, Earthbound, etc, this might look like
just another one of those on the surface. Indeed, Chip's Challenge was one of the earliest games to use this perspective, but
being one of the earliest also meant being one of the simplest. It feels a bit like Zelda 1 minus the combat, and the story. And
the life meter. Everything in this game kills you in one hit and sends you back to the start of the level. I have to imagine this is
for artificial difficulty; if this didn't happen, levels would be almost trivial to complete.

I remember playing Chip's Challenge when I was very very young on my mom's old Windows 98 computer. There's definitely
been some effort to beautify it -Chip doesn't look quite like I remember him, and I don't recall any music in the old days- but
the base game looks and feels EXACTLY like I remember, I.E. the kind of thing you play for just a few minutes out of
nostalgia, and then get sick of it and go play something better. All of the puzzles are terribly simple and and the sound effects
get grating in just a few minutes.

I keep coming back to that word, "simple." That's really all I can think to say: this game is so simple, attempting to give it a
nuanced description is absurd. It feels like an unfinished prototype, or a tech demo. "Support us on Patreon and help us create
the full game!" But this IS the full game.

So, sorry, Chip. You were one of the old oldies, and for that, you deserve respect and admiration. But I just cannot reccomend
you in this day and age. Chip's Challenge is passe. It's obsolete. Play only if you're a scholar intrested in going back to the roots..
This was one of my favourite games growing up, so this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥is mocking the original game.

First of all, why is there no music? I can't get any music no matter what I do.

Second, where is the original sound effects? This sounds horrible!

Third of all, everything is so extremely un-polished it's not even funny. Why is there several separators in the menu for no
reason stacked over each other? Why is there a checkbox for Preferences?

If I complete one level and go back or restart, I can't select that level I was progressing on without have to select the already
completed level and then skip it. Come on.

This would have been an insult if this was released as an alpha-version. This is just embarrasing.. I played this as a lad at my
grandmother's house. This was a nice trip down memory lane. I may have left the game running.... 51 hours?
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